
CXSA Logo Design
Unpacking the visual inferences and design cues



The gradient filled “X” confirms out local context in South Africa, as a Rainbow-
nation,  showing diversity (a CXSA value), CXM is for all customers groups / 

markets in SA and has a wide group of stakeholders, each with their needs and 
expectations which the CXSA aims to satisfy. 

The “X” highlights that CXM and CX is as a result of the convergence or 
intersection of various aspects / inputs or people that need to work together to 
design and deliver great CX, collaboration is needed and also a CXSA value. 

The flow of the “X” is from outside towards the center 
where the various lines intersects. Confirming that CX and 

CXM is about an “outside-in” perspective.

CXSA is an open association which needs inputs, views  and contributions 
from all its stakeholders, including members, to be successful. The CXSA 

therefore evolves with the needs of its members and that makes the CXSA 
future fit.. And just like the CXSA, views of all stakeholders are taken into 

account in successful CXM and CX. 

CX is human centered, a person with arms and 
legs, a human being. Also alludes to a CXSA core 

value of respect. 

The inside of the “X” is transparent, 
confirming the ”Transparency”” value of 

the CXSA. 

Anticipating the international trend of CX and 
CXM evolving to XM (Experience 
Management), and therefore making the 
CXSA logo future proof should at some point 
“Customer” or the “C” become a stakeholder 
group in XM and the logo needs to be evolved 
to accommodate this by loosing the “C”. 

An “X” is a vote, a validation. Alluding to customers confirming great CX because of the 
CXSA efforts in SA, a vote of confidence by CX practitioners for the CXSA because they 
believe in the CXSA. It alludes to “integrity” as a core CXSA value and a call to action to the 
CXSA to always act with integrity an in doing so receiving the vote of confidence from its 
members. 


